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SCOPE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

This document describes the content and structure of a “trust chain” that the ID4me Association organizes 
for the whole ID4me platform, and that allows any participant to discover the degree of “operational trust” 
that can be associated to any other participant and other non-technical features of parties operating or using 
ID4me services. 

THE CONCEPT OF OPERATIONAL TRUST 

The ID4me protocol was designed to allow the federated login and distribution of personal information 
(under the form of so-called "claims") across the Internet. However, for many use cases, it is necessary that 
the ID4me platform provides some degree of certainty on whether the personal information provided 
through the login process corresponds to real people in the offline world. 

To this purpose, an architecture for ID4me verified identities has been designed. It is specified in the “ID4me 
Verified Identities” document; we assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts in that document. 

Two different measures of trust are involved in the provision of ID4me verified identities. One is the level of 
assurance – the degree of certainty that can be assured on the values of the personal information fields. 
Another one is the level of operational trust – the degree of reliability of the operators that are providing the 
personal information about the user to the relying party (or, for some use cases, the degree of reliability of 
the relying party itself). 

In fact, the level of assurance is just a statement by one or more of these operators; but in theory, these 
operators could just make it up, or assert to have verified the information in a certain way while not having 
actually done so. This is why a relying party also needs to trust the operators themselves; but in an open and 
federated system, where the relying party does not know each and every operator in advance, there is the 
need for some third party trusted by all (that ID4me calls the trust anchor) to vouch for unknown operators. 

Since the system is open, and anyone can deploy an ID4me service without the need for an authorization, 
the trust anchor cannot automatically vouch for each and every operator. Thus, the trust anchor will rather 
provide ID4me participants and users with an assertion on the level of operational trust that it can establish 
for each operator that it knows.  

Relying parties are then free to use that information in any way they like; they could decide to accept only 
identities from operators with a certain minimum level of operational trust, or to accept only identities from 
specific operators that they pre-vetted on their own, or to skip this check and accept any possible identity 
and operator. This is a decision that each relying party can take accordingly to their specific use case and 
desired certainty on the value of the claims. 

The same applies to ID4me operators: some of them might decide to only provide service to relying parties 
that meet a minimum level of trust or certain legal requirements, or to refuse working with other operators 
(e.g. identity agents or authorities) that have not been vetted by a trusted third party. 

The OpenID Connect framework, over which ID4me is built, has recently been developing additional 
extensions to deal with this kind of problems – specifically, the OpenID Connect Federation extension, 
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currently being finalized1. This document makes use of the features specified in that extension; we encourage 
the reader to become familiar with its base concepts before proceeding. 

In respect to the OpenID Connect Federation specification, this document introduces two further elements 
that are necessary to the ID4me verified identities framework: 

 a trust descriptor, which contains, for each known operator, the information on their level of 
operational trust and other related information; 

 a trust chain, which is a distributed set of statements and interfaces through which the trust 
descriptors for all known operators can be retrieved. 

It is assumed for the rest of the document that there will be a single trust chain in the ID4me ecosystem, and 
that it will be run by the ID4me Association acting as trust anchor (the association could then outsource the 
actual process of auditing operators and determining the values for trust descriptors to one or more auditing 
partners). However, this is not a strict requirement; in theory, there could be more than one trust chain, and 
ID4me participants could choose which one to rely upon. 

TRUST DESCRIPTOR SPECIFICATION 

A trust descriptor is a set of couples of claim names and claim values that contain information on a specific 
ID4me operator and service, and on the level of operational trust that has been associated to it by the trust 
anchor that runs the trust repository. 

The trust descriptor is embedded within an OpenID Connect entity statement, as defined in Section 2.1 of 
the OpenID Connect Federation extension. Some of the information in the trust descriptor is provided 
through the claims already defined in that specification, while the rest is provided through ID4me-specific 
claims that are defined in this document. 

The trust descriptor is the result of entity statements about the operator that can be given by multiple parties 
in the trust chain. Each ID4me operator will provide information on itself; however, to increase the overall 
confidence in the content of the trust descriptor, other operators (such as, for identity agents, the identity 
authorities they work with), specialized auditing partners, and the ID4me Association itself may also provide 
part of the information to be included in the trust descriptor, or constrain its values. All these entity 
statements will be identified by the same “sub” (subject), i.e. the operator’s Issuer URI, but will have different 
“iss” (issuers of the entity statement) depending on who is providing them. This mechanism is defined in the 
OpenID Connect Federation extension, and ID4me implements it as specified. 

Entity statements can provide information about an operator in two forms: 

1. Metadata, i.e. information about the operator that will be included in the trust descriptor (for 
example: organization_name = “MyAgent GmbH”); 

2. Metadata policy, i.e. rules and constraints that have to be applied to the metadata to modify and 
validate their values (for example: id4me_trust_level is one of [“id4me_otl_unverified”, 
“id4me_otl_untrusted”]). 

Since in the ID4me environment the same entity can cover more than one role and can offer more than one 
ID4me service, a single operator can be associated to more than one trust descriptor. The OpenID Connect 

 
1 At the time of writing, the current version of the OpenID Connect Federation specification can be found here: 
https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-federation-1_0.html  
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Federation specification allows to provide a single entity statement with multiple roles described in it, 
associated to a single value of the operator’s “iss” (issuer) URI, which the specification calls “entity identifier”. 
So a single entity, with a single entity identifier, can cover more than one role. 

The unique key for trust descriptors is thus formed by the “sub” value of the statement, which contains the 
entity identifier for a specific ID4me service, i.e. the subject of the statement, that can in turn offer one or 
more roles; the same operator can appear multiple times in the system, with different “sub” values, for the 
different ID4me services it provides, which are thus considered different entities. As a consequence, 
operators that cover more than one role have the choice to present them as multiple roles offered by the 
same entity or as multiple entities, depending on whether they use the same entity identifier (Issuer URI) for 
all the roles or a different one for each role. 

The following tables contains the list of ID4me-related claims that can appear within a trust descriptor. 

The first table details the use in this context of claims that are already defined by the OpenID Connect 
Federation specification: 

Claim name Type Necessity Description 

iss String Required Contains the issuer of the entity statement. 

sub String Required Contains the “Issuer” URI used in the ID4me 
tokens by the operator being described by the 
statement.  

metadata Array Can only appear if 
“iss” is equal to 
“sub”, and in that 
case it is required 

Contains an array of JSON objects, one per each 
ID4me role offered by the ID4me service 
identified by the issuer value specified in “sub”. 
These objects express the metadata that will 
form the content of the trust descriptor. 

metadata_policy Array Optional; can 
appear only if “iss” 
is not equal to “sub” 

Contains an array of JSON objects, one per each 
ID4me role offered by the ID4me service 
identified by the issuer value specified in “sub”. 
These objects express the metadata policies 
that have to be applied to the metadata before 
including them in the final trust descriptor. 

Table 1. Relevant entity statement claims already defined in the OpenID Connect Federation specification 

As per the OpenID Connect Federation specification, if “iss” is equal to “sub” then the entity statement is 
being provided by an operator about itself; in this case, the entity statement must include a “metadata” array 
and must not include a “metadata_policy” array. Otherwise, the entity statement about the operator is being 
provided by a third party and can contain metadata policies as necessary. 

The “metadata” and “metadata_policy” arrays can contain the following keys (“metadata type identifiers”), 
depending on which roles the operator is actually performing. They are strings that identify one of the 
possible roles in an ID4me federation, the one that will be described by the JSON object provided within the 
array as the value corresponding to the key: 
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Metadata key value Meaning 

id4me_trust_anchor Trust anchor 

id4me_identity_authority Identity authority 

id4me_identity_agent Identity agent 

id4me_data_authority Data authority 

id4me_auditing_partner Auditing partner 

id4me_relying_party Relying party 

Table 2. Valid ID4me-specific metadata type identifiers 

In addition to those listed in Table 2, the “metadata” and “metadata_policy” arrays can also contain the 
metadata type identifiers specified by Section 3 of the OpenID Connect Federation specification, such as 
“openid_relying_party” (for relying parties), “openid_provider” (for the other roles) or “federation_entity” 
(for any role). This is meant to allow reuse of existing code and implementations. 

The following table contains claims that can appear within the JSON object that describes a specific role 
within the “metadata” or “metadata_policy” array. The first two claims come from the OpenID Connect 
specifications, while the others are ID4me-specific extensions. The values of these claims are expressed in 
the metadata policy language described in Section 4 of the OpenID Connect Federation specification. 

Claim name Necessity Description 

issuer Optional Contains the “Issuer” of the ID4me service being described 
(should be equal to the “sub” value in the root of the entity 
statement; if missing, it defaults to that value). 

organization_name Optional Contains the human-readable name of the operator being 
described. 

id4me_op_country Optional Contains the ISO-3166-1 Alpha-2 code of the country 
where the operator has its place of business. 

id4me_op_jurisdiction Optional Contains the ISO-3166-1 Alpha-2 code of the country 
whose jurisdiction applies to the ID4me service being 
described. 

id4me_privacy_frameworks Optional Contains an array of zero or more string values that express 
whether the service falls under any of the supported legal 
privacy frameworks. See Table 4 for allowed values. 

id4me_trust_level Required Contains the level of operational trust being asserted for 
the service. See the related section of this document for 
the definition of the levels. 
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id4me_conduct_frameworks Optional Contains an array of zero or more string values that express 
whether the service meets any specific code of business 
conduct defined by the trust anchor. See the section on 
operational trust levels of this document for details. 

id4me_verification_date Optional Date and time when the information in the statement was 
last verified by the trust anchor. Its value is a JSON number 
representing the number of seconds from 1970-01-
01T0:0:0Z as measured in UTC until the date/time.  

Table 3. Allowed claims to describe a specific ID4me role within the “metadata” array 

Value Meaning 

gdpr The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. 

Table 4. Allowed values in the array for the “id4me_privacy_frameworks” claim 

The OpenID Connect Federation specification allows entities to use, in addition to those specified in Table 3, 
the claims defined for metadata expression in the other OpenID Connect specifications, depending on the 
role being described. However, those claims – unless added into Table 3 here – should rather be used inside 
the standard OpenID Connect Federation metadata type identifiers.  

The trust descriptor can be stored and expressed in any format that is able to contain the above fields and 
value types. However, as it is the result of the combination of multiple OpenID Connect Federation entity 
statements, which are expressed as JSON objects, only JSON types can be used in the description of the 
format. 

TRUST DESCRIPTOR EXAMPLE 

As a non-normative example of how a trust descriptor and its overall entity statement might look like, we 
took the exact example provided in Section 2.1 of the OpenID Connect Federation specification and added 
the ID4me trust descriptor into it. In this example, the entity “https://feide.no” is making a statement about 
the trustfulness of the entity “https://ntnu.no”, which covers two roles – an identity agent (provider) and a 
relying party.  

The parts in bold have been added to the OpenID Connect example; they contain two ID4me trust descriptors, 
one for the identity agent role and another for the relying party role. 

The identity agent trust descriptor constrains the statement that will be given by the entity itself; it forces 
the values for the issuer, organization name, home country (Norway) and trust level, and it requires the 
privacy frameworks array to either contain “gdpr” or be empty. 

The relying party trust descriptor is similar, but constrains the trust level (as declared in the entity’s own 
statement) to be either “id4me_otl_untrusted” or “id4me_otl_selfdeclared”. 

The “authority_hints” field of the entity statement points to the trust authority that will vouch for 
“https://feide.no”; in a real case, this would be likely to point to an endpoint on id4me.org. 
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{ 
  "iss": "https://feide.no", 
  "sub": "https://ntnu.no", 
  "iat": 1516239022, 
  "exp": 1516298022, 
  "crit": ["jti"], 
  "jti": "7l2lncFdY6SlhNia", 
  "policy_language_crit": ["regexp"], 
  "metadata_policy": { 
    "openid_provider": { 
      "issuer": {"value": "https://ntnu.no"}, 
      "organization_name": {"value": "NTNU"}, 
      "id_token_signing_alg_values_supported": 
        {"subset_of": ["RS256", "RS384", "RS512"]}, 
      "op_policy_uri": { 
        "regexp": 
          "^https:\/\/[\\w-]+\\.example\\.com\/[\\w-]+\\.html"} 
    }, 
    "openid_relying_party": { 
      "organization_name": {"value": "NTNU"}, 
      "grant_types_supported": { 
        "subset_of": ["authorization_code", "implicit"]}, 
      "scopes": { 
        "subset_of": ["openid", "profile", "email", "phone"]} 
    }, 
    "id4me_identity_agent": { 
      "issuer": {"value": "https://ntnu.no"}, 
      "organization_name": {"value": "NTNU"}, 
      "id4me_op_country": {"value": "no"},   
      "id4me_privacy_frameworks": { 
        "subset_of": ["gdpr"]}, 
      "id4me_trust_level": {"value": "id4me_otl_member"} 
    }, 
    "id4me_relying_party": { 
      "issuer": {"value": "https://ntnu.no"}, 
      "organization_name": {"value": "NTNU"}, 
      "id4me_op_country": {"value": "no"},   
      "id4me_trust_level": { 
        "one_of": ["id4me_otl_untrusted", "id4me_otl_selfdeclared"]} 
    } 
  }, 
  "constraints": { 
    "max_path_length": 2 
  }, 
  "jwks": { 
    "keys": [ 
      { 
        "alg": "RS256", 
        "e": "AQAB", 
        "ext": true, 
        "key_ops": ["verify"], 
        "kid": "key1", 
        "kty": "RSA", 
        "n": "pnXBOusEANuug6ewezb9J_...", 
        "use": "sig" 
      } 
    ] 
  }, 
  "authority_hints": ["https://edugain.org/federation"] 
} 
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TRUST CHAIN SPECIFICATION 

The concept of trust chain is specified in the OpenID Connect Federation specification. It describes the 
architecture and procedures for discovering, retrieving and processing the entity statements about a specific 
entity (operator) from all the parties that provide one.  

By participating in the ID4me ecosystem, each operator and participant that wants to provide or use verified 
identities has to commit to publish an entity statement about itself, describing the trust levels and features 
for its services; optionally, some participants can also provide additional entity statements about other 
participants.  

The way through which these statements are made available depends on the role of the authoring entity: 

 entity statements by providers (any role except “id4me_relying_party”), about themselves or about 
other providers or relying parties, must be kept permanently accessible in real time by the entity, 
through a Federation Configuration endpoint and (only for statements about others) a Federation 
API endpoint defined by Sections 5 and 6 of the OpenID Connect Federation specification, as long as 
the ID4me service itself is accessible and operational; 
 

 entity statements by relying parties about themselves must be supplied in advance to other 
operators by performing and updating an “Explicit Registration” when the relying party registers at 
an identity authority, as described by Section 9.2 of the OpenID Connect Federation extension and 
by the OpenID Dynamic Client Registration specification2. 

Each statement by any party except the trust anchor, through the “authority_hints” claim specified in the 
OpenID Connect Federation specification, must refer to one or more other parties willing to provide a 
statement on the trustfulness of the operator. As the arrangements necessary to attribute trust to an 
operator are not technical and are generally going to be discussed and agreed offline, the specific party is 
not being specified here; it could be an identity authority, another operator, an auditing partner or even, 
directly, the trust anchor, i.e. the ID4me Association. However, if the “authority_hints” do not point directly 
to the trust anchor, then any “intermediate” entity providing the statement will also need to refer to another 
entity proving its trustfulness, and so on, until a chain of statements that get all the way up to the trust anchor 
can be established. 

A trust descriptor deriving from a series of entity statements that do not get back through the chain to the 
trust anchor is invalid and must be ignored. As a consequence, any user of the trust assessment mechanisms 
described in this document must verify that the trust chain of every trust descriptor gets back to the trust 
anchor, through a series of entity statements each validly signed by the previous link in the chain, up to an 
entity statement signed by the trust anchor directly. If this is not the case, the trust descriptor is invalid and 
must be discarded. 

If more than one hint is provided in the “authority_hints”, the related trust chains must be retrieved and 
validated separately; the failure of one does not imply the invalidity of the other. Only if all trust chains fail 
the resulting trust descriptor is invalid. 

 
2 See https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-registration-1_0.html . The other method defined for relying parties in 
Section 9.1 of the OpenID Connect Federation specification, i.e. “Automatic Registration”, is not supported by the ID4me 
framework. 
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All trust chains are meant to be always verified in real time. Clients may cache entity statements up to the 
expiration time of the token that transports them, but do so at their own risk. 

Entities that draw their trustfulness from intermediate parties may lose their verification on the spot if the 
intermediate party’s trust gets revoked by the trust anchor for whatever reason. Entities may want to use 
more than one intermediate party in parallel, so that even if one trust chain fails, another will validate 
successfully. In this case, entities should make sure that the information resulting from all trust descriptors 
is coherent. 

DEFINITION OF THE OPERATIONAL TRUST LEVELS 

This document defines an initial set of operational trust levels that can be associated to an operator’s ID4me 
service (as identified by the Issuer URI) and an ID4me role. 

The levels are defined according to how carefully the information related to the operator has been verified. 
The first level (“Untrusted“) provides no trust at all, and will also be referred to as “level zero”. The other 
basic levels provide only a very limited amount of trust, as they rely on simple online checks or on self-
declared characteristics of the service. The higher levels rely instead on third party verification of the 
operator’s statements through official documents and/or independent auditing. It is thus very important that 
each entity relying on the use of ID4me verified identities is aware of what the different levels mean and 
requires those that provide adequate security for the use case. 

The basic criteria that will be used in the definition of operational trust levels are described as follows. An 
operator must meet all the criteria that are required by a specific operational trust level, performing 
successfully the associated operations, before that operational trust level can be asserted for it. 

1. Online verification of basic information. The trust anchor has searched and found online information 
about the operator, which will be stated in the trust descriptor. There is no need for any action by 
the operator itself. 

2. Signed submission of basic information. The operator has applied for recognition of a higher 
operational trust level by submitting to the trust anchor a signed statement (in written or 
electronically, according to procedures defined by the trust anchor) that self-declares the 
information that needs to be stated in the trust descriptor (operator name, country, jurisdiction, 
privacy frameworks…). The trust anchor has verified that the document has been appropriately 
signed; it should require the operator to attach appropriate documents (e.g. company registration) 
to prove the information provided. 

3. Independent auditing of basic information. After the signed submission of basic information by the 
operator, the trust anchor (directly or through partners) has obtained official documents or 
confirmation from independent sources that prove that the information and the documents provided 
by the operator are accurate and up to date. 

4. Signed submission of business practices. The operator has applied for recognition of a higher 
operational trust level by submitting to the trust anchor a description of its own business practices. 
These practices could include, for example, statements about legal arrangements, SLAs, business 
insurance, but also technical practices, data protection, information security, infrastructure design 
and more. To make this mechanism effective and uniform across operators, trust anchors should 
specify checklists or questionnaires that the operators must complete when applying for this 
recognition. 
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5. Independent auditing of business practices. After the signed submission of business practices by the 
operator, the trust anchor (directly or through partners) has independently verified that the operator 
actually follows these practices, following common industry frameworks for quality assurance and 
auditing. 

6. Membership in a recognized operator group. The operator is a proven member of an identity-related 
membership entity that is recognized by the trust anchor. For the ID4me Association, this criterion 
equates to being a member in the association itself. 

The trust anchor can delegate any of the activities mentioned above to one or more auditing partners. A 
higher number of independent auditing partners could allow the operator to reach an even higher 
operational trust level; however, as for the time being the only trust anchor and auditing entity in the ID4me 
ecosystem is the ID4me Association, this feature is not being specified. 

It could also be possible to differentiate operators aiming for the highest levels by evaluating the substance 
of the business practices they submit. For example, the trust anchor could define different tiers of business 
performance (e.g. different service availability commitments) and/or codes of conduct that the operator has 
to comply with to obtain a higher trust level. The “id4me_conduct_frameworks” claim in the trust descriptor 
is meant to convey this information; however, its values will be defined autonomously by each trust anchor 
as these tiers and codes of conduct are defined. Also, this claim must be left empty unless an operational 
trust level of “Conduct self-declared” or “Conduct audited” has been achieved. For the time being, this 
attribute is unused. 

The following table defines the operational trust levels, as used in the value of the “id4me_trust_level” claim 
in the trust descriptor, listed in order of growing trust, according to which of the above criteria are met (“+” 
= the criterion has been met, “-“ = the criterion was not met). 

ID4me operational trust level Criterion 

Name Claim value 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Untrusted (or Zero) id4me_otl_untrusted - - - - - - 

Unverified id4me_otl_unverified + - - - - - 

Self-declared id4me_otl_selfdeclared + + - - - - 

Known id4me_otl_known + + + - - - 

Member id4me_otl_member + + + - - + 

Conduct self-declared id4me_otl_conduct_selfdeclared + + + + - + 

Conduct audited id4me_otl_conduct_audited + + + + + + 

Table 5. Allowed values for the “id4me_trust_level” claim of the trust descriptor and their definition 
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR ALL ID4ME OPERATORS AND PARTICIPANTS 

The rest of the document provides guidance to all ID4me operators and participants on how to use the 
operational trust mechanism in practice, depending on the specific ID4me role that they perform. 

As a general note, it must be stressed that every time a “client” participant wants to retrieve the trust 
descriptor of another “target” participant, a hierarchical, recursive procedure must be performed. The client 
has to retrieve the target participant’s own entity statement (either from the network or, for relying party 
targets, from local storage after registration), determine the third party that the statement refers to, retrieve 
that party’s configuration and statement about the target, and if that statement refers to another third party 
repeat the process, until the process gets up the chain to the trust anchor; and then apply the metadata 
policies to the metadata provided by the target, to determine the final values for the trust descriptor. If the 
procedure fails at any step, or ends at an origin of the chain which is not the trust anchor, all information has 
to be discarded and the “client” must act as if no trust descriptor existed for the target. 

A description of this procedure can be found in Appendix A of the OpenID Connect Federation specification. 
This procedure is indeed complex, but will be implemented in libraries so that participants will just need to 
perform a single library call to receive back the resulting trust descriptor.  

However, even after retrieving the trust descriptor, other operations often need to be performed before an 
overall level of trust can be assessed. In a federated system, the identity and the related personal information 
are provided collectively by multiple operators that interact among themselves. In any chain of trust, the 
overall trust that can be attributed to the chain is the trust of the weakest link. Thus, the “client” participant 
could need to retrieve the trust descriptors for multiple parties and only attribute to the identity the 
minimum of all operational trust levels. 

In addition, ID4me participants should always remember that no trust should be given to the information 
included in the trust descriptor, such as the organization’s name or its country of origin, unless the overall 
operational trust level in the trust descriptor is sufficient. Again, how much is sufficient depends strongly on 
the use case.  

Information in a descriptor which holds a trust level of “Untrusted”, “Unverified” or “Self-declared” can only 
be taken at face value, and could perhaps be used for aggregate statistics, but not for any serious requirement 
on the target. “Known” or “Member” can be the minimum threshold of acceptance in cases in which the 
client participant needs certainty over the information in the descriptor. In case confidence in the quality of 
service is also required, even higher levels are necessary, and the “client” participant should also look for 
specific values of the “id4me_conduct_frameworks” claim – though, as we said, this feature is left unused for 
the moment and will be specified when a practical use case arises. 

To facilitate participants in getting this kind of analysis right, the following sections provide specific guidance 
depending on the role of the “client” participant. 

GUIDELINES FOR RELYING PARTIES REQUIRING VERIFIED IDENTITIES 

In addition to the general guidelines provided in the previous section, specific considerations can be made 
for relying parties that are interested in using ID4me verified identities to retrieve validated personal 
information about a user. 
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A relying party that wants to use ID4me verified identities needs to trust all the different operators that are 
involved in its provision. In the most distributed form, there will be three: 

1. The identity agent collects the personal information from the user, keeps it safely stored and 
transmits it to the relying party; 

2. The identity authority verifies that the user has been properly authenticated, and in some cases also 
vets the identity agents and data authorities it cooperates with; 

3. The data authority materially performs the checks and verifications on the information received by 
the identity agent and asserts its level of assurance. 

In case two or more of these roles are covered by the same entity, the trust descriptor for that entity will 
include the trust information for all the roles it serves. 

In case the relying party is only interested in authentication, and does not require validation for the user’s 
information or is not going to use any user information at all, then only the identity authority needs to be 
trusted. In that case, it is sufficient to retrieve the trust descriptor for the identity authority and assume that 
the level of operational trust of the identity is the one of the identity authority, or zero if no valid trust 
descriptor can be retrieved. 

In case the relying party is instead also interested in the personal information associated with the identity, it 
needs to ascertain the trust of all operators involved in its provision and determine the weakest link. So, the 
relying party must retrieve through the trust chain the trust descriptors for each of the entities that perform 
the three roles, and attribute to the identity the minimum level of operational trust among the three. 

It could be that not all operators can provide a valid trust descriptor, anchored in a trust chain getting all the 
way up to the trust anchor. If any of the three does not provide an entity statement about itself or provides 
a statement which does not result in a valid trust descriptor, the overall level of operational trust is zero 
(untrusted).  

In practice, this is the recommended algorithm through which a relying party should determine the level of 
operational trust that can be associated with an ID4me verified identity, by retrieving the trust descriptors 
for each operator/role and combining them in this way: 

1. The relying party, through the ID4me DNS record, determines the identity authority that manages 
the identity. 
 

2. The relying party retrieves from the trust chain the trust descriptor for the identity authority. If no 
descriptor is found, the overall operational trust level of the identity is zero, and the following steps 
can be ignored. Otherwise, the overall operational trust level of the identity is initialized at the same 
value as that of the identity authority. 
 

3. The relying party performs the authentication flow and retrieves the user information; through this 
process, it learns which operator is acting as identity agent for the identity, and which data authority 
has validated the personal information. (If no data authority is present, then the identity is not a 
verified identity and both the level of assurance and the operational trust level are zero.) 
 

4. If the identity agent role is managed by a different operator than the identity authority, the relying 
party retrieves the trust descriptor for the agent; otherwise, the relying party looks for the 
“id4me_identity_agent” section in the metadata in the trust descriptor of the authority. Then: 
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a. if no trust descriptor or “id4me_identity_agent” section has been found for the identity 
agent, then the overall operational trust level of the identity is zero, and the following steps 
can be ignored; 

b. if the operational trust level of the identity agent is lower than the one of the identity 
authority, the overall operational trust level is lowered to the one of the agent. 
 

5. If the data authority is different from the identity authority and from the identity agent, the relying 
party retrieves the trust descriptor for the data authority; otherwise, the relying party looks for the 
“id4me_data_authority” section in the metadata in the trust descriptor of the operator that also runs 
that role. Then: 

a. if no trust descriptor or “id4me_data_authority” section has been found for the data 
authority, then the overall operational trust level of the identity is zero; 

b. if the operational trust level of the data authority is lower than the previous ones, the overall 
operational trust level is lowered to the one of the data authority.  

By applying these steps in order, the relying party will end up with the proper value for the overall operational 
trust level that can be associated to the identity. 

If the relying party is interested in other information than just the level of operational trust, it can apply its 
own logic to the data in the various trust descriptors. For example, if a relying party wants to be sure that the 
identity is fully covered by the protections of the EU GDPR, it should check that all the trust descriptors it 
could find have an id4me_privacy_frameworks claim that includes “gdpr” as a value. If only operators from 
a certain country should be accepted, it should check the values of id4me_op_country and/or 
id4me_op_jurisdiction; and so on. The ID4me libraries may provide direct API calls to simplify access to some 
of the most commonly used pieces of information. 

GUIDELINES FOR RELYING PARTIES SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION 

Some identity authorities or other operators may decide to only work with relying parties that offer a 
minimum level of operational trust or provide proof of meeting certain requirements, such as, for example, 
being located in a specific jurisdiction or under specific regulation. While these arrangements can be 
managed offline, the trust framework described in this document allows operators and relying parties to 
verify these requirements dynamically and online, by giving relying parties a way to provide verified entity 
statements about their own identity and features. 

Relying parties that are required to provide an entity statement about themselves need to establish offline 
agreements with the trust anchor or other intermediates that will confirm the validity of the statement, by 
also providing a signed entity statement about the relying party. The relying party will then create a self-
signed entity statement that uses the “authority_hints” claim to point at the trust anchor or at the 
intermediate entity that will vouch for the validity of the statement. 

The relying party must then set up its system so that, every time that it performs the dynamic client 
registration (as required by the “core” OpenID Connect and ID4me specifications) with an identity authority 
that requires this kind of relying party verification (as specified by the authority within its own OpenID 
Connect configuration made available through its configuration endpoint), it also performs the additional 
steps described in Section 9.2 of the OpenID Connect Federation extension. As with the basic dynamic 
registration, the relying party will then receive and store a “client_id” and “client_secret” that will be used in 
subsequent communication, and will need to perform the registration process again at regular intervals once 
those credentials expire. 
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This operation is only performed when registering at an identity authority. Any other operator that wants to 
acquire the relying party’s entity statement will do so by asking it to the identity authority via one of the 
back-channels specified by the ID4me framework. For example, identity agents can ask for this information 
while performing the callbacks to the authority specified in the ID4me login flow. 

GUIDELINES FOR OPERATORS REQUIRING VERIFICATION OF RELYING 
PARTIES 

ID4me operators (identity authorities, identity agents, data authorities and auditing partners) could need to 
evaluate the trust that they can pose in relying parties. It is generally expected that relying parties will be 
allowed to use ID4me to authenticate end-users without any special requirement, just by implementing the 
login form, the basic authentication flow and if necessary the verified identities framework, and by 
performing an automated registration on first access. However, there may be specific uses of ID4me in which 
operators need to ascertain some information about the relying parties before letting them access their 
system. 

Thus, this section provides a discussion of operator-specific considerations, in addition to the general 
guidelines provided in a previous section. 

For example, identity authorities and agents may want to check the jurisdiction and privacy framework under 
which a relying party operates, before allowing that relying party to perform an authentication flow and 
access personal information of their ID4me customers. 

As a consequence of the OpenID Connect specifications over which ID4me is built, a relying party that has 
never interacted with an identity authority must perform a dynamic client registration procedure before 
being allowed to start an authentication procedure. In the spirit of an open system, ID4me encourages 
authorities to let relying parties register dynamically without special constraints; however, depending on the 
use case, there could be reasons for the authority to verify that the relying party meets certain requirements. 

In non-federated OpenID Connect implementations, this is generally done by requiring relying parties to 
establish some kind of legal agreement with the identity provider, either offline or through human interaction 
with online sign-up forms. However, the ID4me operational trust framework provides an alternative for cases 
in which the identity authority wants to perform some checks automatically to determine whether to accept 
or reject the dynamic client registration request. 

In this case, the identity authority can require relying parties to attach a self-signed entity statement to their 
dynamic registration request, and use it to retrieve the trust descriptor for the relying party through its 
hierarchical chain of trust, using the procedure defined in Section 9.2 of the OpenID Connect Federation 
specification. Depending on the use case, the authority may then require specific values for the trust 
descriptor claims, coupled with an adequate level of operational trust (at least “Known”, in case certainty is 
needed on basic information such as the relying party’s country and jurisdiction). If no valid trust descriptor 
stemming from the trust anchor can be retrieved, no trust can be attributed to the relying party. The identity 
authority could then decide whether to accept or reject the dynamic registration request depending on the 
trustfulness and on the information that it could establish through this process. 

This entire check has to be performed again every time when the relying party performs the dynamic client 
registration – the authority can force this to happen by letting the relying party’s credentials expire. For 
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added security, the authority could check the chain of trust even more frequently, to verify whether the trust 
anchor or any intermediate entity have revoked or changed their assessment of trust. Of course, 
considerations on technical load versus potential obsolescence of the information should be made. 

Since relying parties are not required to register directly with operators of roles other than identity authority, 
these other operators cannot discover a relying party’s operational trust in this way. To allow all operators 
to do so, the ID4me framework allows the other operators to request the relying party’s trust descriptor to 
the identity authority, using the existing back-channels that are defined for other purposes. For example, 
identity agents can ask for the trust descriptor using the discovery callback to the authority which is 
performed during the userinfo retrieval phase of the login flow. 

GUIDELINES FOR OPERATORS NEEDING TO VERIFY OTHER OPERATORS  

ID4me operators (identity authorities, identity agents, data authorities and auditing partners) could also need 
to establish some trust in other operators. While it is expected that much of the establishment of reciprocal 
trust among ID4me operators will happen offline, possibly through specific agreements or partnerships, in 
an open and federated ecosystem it could be that operators need to verify requirements even for unknown, 
uncontracted third parties before letting them interoperate with their systems. 

In this case, operators can just retrieve the trust descriptor of the other operator as described in the general 
guidelines above, and use it for any evaluation they need to make. This process can be repeated whenever 
desirable, as operators that want to assert their trustfulness need to make their entity statement available 
at any time. 

GUIDELINES FOR OPERATORS PUBLISHING A TRUST DESCRIPTOR 

Operators that just want to verify the trustfulness of relying parties or of other operators do not need to set 
up any special service or configuration; they just retrieve verified information about others. 

However, all operators that want to provide verified identities, or that participate in frameworks that require 
online verification of their own identity and features, or that want to let others establish operational trust in 
themselves for whatever reason, need to make available a valid trust descriptor about themselves. 

Part of the process for this needs to happen offline and is out of scope of this document; for example, the 
operator will need to make an agreement with the trust anchor or with delegated intermediaries (e.g. 
auditing partners or data authorities) and to undergo proper verification and auditing processes. As an output 
of this process, the trust anchor and other third parties will accept to provide assertions about the operator 
and its operational trust level, under the form of entity statements that they will publish online.  

The operator will also have to prepare a self-signed entity statement, which contains information about itself 
that matches the information that will be released by the other parties in their entity statements about the 
operator. 

Additionally, in terms of online services, all operators that participate in the operational trust framework 
provide (as per the OpenID Connect Federation extension, sections 5 and 6) two endpoints: 

1. A “Federation Entity Configuration endpoint”, located at the well known URI “/.well-known/openid-
federation”; this endpoint is required, and it is used to provide the self-signed entity statement about 
the operator itself; 
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2. A “Federation API endpoint”, whose location is specified in the entity statement that can be retrieved 
by the previous endpoint; this endpoint is optional, and it is used (if necessary) to provide signed 
statements about other entities. 

As a minimum, any ID4me operator that wants to make a trust descriptor available is required to run the first 
endpoint. The second endpoint is only necessary for operators that also want to publish statements about 
other entities, for example because they offer verification or auditing services. More specifically, trust 
anchors and auditing partners are required to run the second endpoint, as it would otherwise be impossible 
for them to fulfill their role. 

GUIDELINES FOR TRUST ANCHORS 

For the time being, it is expected that only the ID4me Association will perform the role of trust anchor.  

The only specific consideration is that trust anchors will have to provide adequate technical resources to 
make sure that they respond promptly to requests for entity statements, as each and every operation of trust 
assessment will end up with a request to the trust anchor’s server. 

Moreover, it is implicit in this specification that if the trust anchor fails to reply to the request for a statement 
over a specific entity, then the resulting trust descriptor will be void. However, for additional safety, it may 
be safer for trust anchors to provide valid responses to any request, including those for statements on 
unknown entities, and in that case explicitly constrain the operational trust level to zero through the use of 
appropriate metadata policies. This could prevent bad implementations from just ignoring the lack of an 
explicit statement and taking for valid whatever value the entity has self-declared in its own statement. 


